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SECRET COPY
UNKNOWN SUBJECTS: SUSPECTED BOMBING OF CUBANA AIRLINES DC-9 NEAR
BARBADOS, WEST INDIES, OCTOBER 6, 1976; NEUTRALITY VIOLATION - CUBA
WEST INDIES.

BY TELETYPE OCTOBER 13, 1976 CIA ADVISED AS FOLLOWS:

1. THIS AGENCY HAS CONDUCTED AN INVESTIGATION OF THE NAMES OF
PERSONS SUSPECTED OF INVOLVEMENT IN THE OCTOBER 6, 1976 CRASH OF THE
CUBANA AIRLINES FLIGHT OFF THE COAST OF BARBADOS. WE HAVE NO CIA
TRACES ON VERONICA RICARDO L. RAMIREZ, RAHEM R. D. R. A. AND
OR E. S. E. Y. A. (W)
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WE HAVE DETERMINED THAT THIS AGENCY HAD A RELATIONSHIP WITH ONE PERSON WHOSE NAME HAS BEEN MENTIONED IN CONNECTION WITH THE REPORTED BOMBING


3. CLASSIFIED BY RECORDED REPORTING OFFICER. EXCEPT FROM GENERAL DECLASSIFICATION SCHEDULE OF F.G. 11352 EXEMPTION CATEGORY, IMPOSSIBLE TO DETERMINE DATE OF AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION.

LIFATS, MEXICO CITY, CARACAS AND BUENOS AIRES ADVISED SEPARATELY.
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